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JANICE ROSE ZENAXEK 
I,ct C be a finite group, and let R be an integral domain. Let :lZ denote 
an KG-lattice, that is, a finitely genes-ated left RG-module which is R-torsion 
free. ‘I’he integral representation ring a(RG) is dcfincd to bc the Abelian group 
whose generators are isomorphism classes [J3 ] of KG-lattices, with addition 
[n1] + [K] ==m [izT @ LV]. lLIultiplication is defined by the tensor product, 
[J1][r\i] L- [M @JR N], where the action of G is giv-en by 
,q(m $> n) ~ gm @] gn, g E G, r’ll E AI, n E A\-. 
\Ye shall consider the question as to when does a(RG) contain nonzcro 
nilpotent elements. A partial answer was given by Iieiner [Xl, who proved 
T~IEOREM 1 .I. Let R be a discrete valuation ring of characteristic rero, 
with ma.yimal ideal P, and whose residue class field R : R/P has characteristic 
p ;’ 0. Let G be a group containing a cyclic subgroup 11 of ortlrr n surh that 
II t P2. If 2 t P, assume ulso fhat n E 2P. A4ssurr~e tlrut the hTrull-Schmidt 
theorem holds for RG-modules. Then a(RG) contains a nonzero nilpotent 
eiemenf. 
For csample, if R = Z,*, the ring of p-adic integers, and if G has an 
element of order pz, then a(RG) contains a nonzero nilpotent element. On 
the other hand, if G is a group u-hose order is a unit in the discrete valuation 
ring R, then a(RG) contains no nonzero nilpotent elements. Reiner [6] has 
also proved 
‘~I~EOREM 1.2. Let p be a fixed prime, and suppose that the p-S~low 
subgroups of G are cyclic of order p. Il’hcn a(%,*G) contains no nonzero nilpotent 
elements. 
y ‘I’his work was supported in part bp SSI’ Grant GP7506. 
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If R X1,“, UT arc left with the cast whcrc G has a noncvclic p-Syloa 
subgroup. \\‘e shall prove here 
‘I‘IIEORERI 1.3. Let p he n fixed priw~e, and suppose that G bus u nomy& 
p-Syh subLvoup. Then u(Z,]“G) contains ~1 nonze~o nilpotent elewrent.’ 
011 the other hand, some results have been obtained for the cast where R 
is a field. C%anging notation for the moment, let k he a field of charactcristicp. 
If p 7 [G : I], Green showed easily that u(kG) is scmisimple [3]. SIuch more 
dificult is the result, due to C;rccn [3, 41 and O’Iieilly [5], that n(kG) is 
semisimple whenever G has a cyclic /Aplow subgroup. In the same win, 
~‘onlor~ [I] and Wallis [I l] proved that if p 2, and if G has a 2-Sylow 
subgroup Lvhich is elementary of type (2, 2), then again cz(kG) is semisimple. 
It is, therefore, somewhat surprising that we can deduce from ‘Theorem I .3 
a result in the opposite direction from those just quoted. In fact, we will pt-eve 
‘I‘HEORERI 1.4. Let p be ajixed oddpvime, and /et k be afield qf chuvactevistic 
p. Suppose t?lat G has a noncyclir p-Sylow subCyoup. Then a(kG) contains 
a nonzero nilpotent element.” 
\\-e state hcrc a result used frequently in the following: 
2. CONSTRITTION OF .I KOSZERO NILPOTENT I~EVENT IX a(~~f) 
11Te use the folloxving notation throughout t!!is section: 
P fixed prime, 
R Z,,*, R RI’pR, 
II ~=- (p, p)-g’o”p a, 6 I 0” /Ii’ I ) nb ~~ ha , 
For 1'12 RH-modlrlc, 111 Jf,‘p.‘lf -: RH-module, 
,q[‘“’ direct sum of 72 copies of AI. 
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Sote that if M, N are RH-lattices, then [M] = [N] in a(Rti) if and only 
if X 0 X g N @ X for some RH-lattice -Y. Since the Cull-Schmidt 
Theorem holds for RH-lattices, the isomorphism M @ S g :\- c$!, S implies 
that dl z 1V. Thus [M] =-- [X] in a(RH) if and only if -71 g S. 
11-e shall construct a pair of distinct RII-modules X and 211’ such that 
{[.lZ] ~~ [Al’])’ ~~ 0 in a(RZj). For y, s I 0, (v, s) f (0, 0), let 
Ii,,, = RI-l . u, \vhere uu =- n”l1, l,u -= 7i”u, 57 p + I. (2.1) 
Since these relations imply that (+‘? - I)u _: (xf’” - 1)~ =: 0, I?, ,s is a 
torsion module, of order pzJ’r.z), where Rpy(r,i) : R(&” - I) )-- R(n”^ - 1). 
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
LEMXI.\ 2.2. Fw a giwn p, the integer v(r, s) has a Jised value, say v, for 
1211 r, s z&h 0 -1 f, s < p, (r, s) ;il (0, 0). The e&e of Y is 2 ifp :> 2 am1 3 
l-f/J ~ 2. 
Now for anv 7, s ‘,: 0, (r, s) + (0, 0), define 111, ,~ ker CD, whew 
CD : REI + A,.,, is the RZI-homomorphism given by @( 1) ~~~ U. By defini~&n 
0f ii,,, , 
--iI ,.,R = RH 01,. ~-1. RII . p,q , (2.3) 
\vhere lx? = u - n-1’) p,, b - $78. By definition of JI~,.,,~ , there is an exact 
scqucncc of RH-modules 
0 -- -II,.,,< -- RI-I d’t i?,.,. p--f 0. (2.4) 
So\v fix s ‘J 1. The verification of the following lemma is left to the 
reader. 
L!mnr.4 2.5. , IV,,, g has an R-hasis 
(d - I) Oj, /3,p (1 255 i < p, 0 .-‘I j < p), 
c&wdin~ a matrix representation in zchich 
-E -E 1.. -E -.-fi’ L> _~ n’p , 1 
E 0 ... 0 0 0 
0 E . . . 0 0 0 a - A(s) = . . . 
0 0 ‘** E 0 0 
0 0 ... 0 0 Ii _ 
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6+B- 
I II 0 II 0 n 0 . ‘. .‘  D 0 /I 0 
I 
E = p x p identity matrix, D = 
Kcst, define the RI!-module Mi*, bp 
0 0 ..’ 0 1 
1 0 .” 0 0 
0 1 ..’ 0 0 
. . . 
0 0 ..’ 1 0 I . 
IT;,,=RH.u~+RH.P,~, (J = 1 + a + a2 + **a + ap--l. (2.6) 
We leave the verification of the following lemma to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.7. Mi,,$ has an R-basis 
aibr/3s , u/P (1 :.< i < p, 0 < j < p), 
affording a matrix representation in which 
-I? I:‘0 . ..o 0 
LEMMA 2.8. There are short exact sequences of RH-modules as follows: 
(i) 0 -+ Mi,s --T+ RH”) 2+ M,, s -- 0 
with J’(R, h) = gal, + hfl,$(g, h E RH) and v(u) = (~,O), db’,) -= (Ps, -4. 
(ii) 0 p---f MO s z+ Iiw2) --9-t nr;, s -- 0 
with il,‘(g, h) -.I_ ga + Iz/~,~ and ~‘(a,,) = (‘Y,, , 0), F’(/‘Q = (p,< , -0). 
Proof. \l'e will prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. Clearly 4 is well- 
defined and is an RI-I-cpimorphism. \Ve take an arbitrary element 
(~3 h) E RH@’ and ask for conditions that (g, h) E ker 4. 
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\\:e first observe that 
(a) if s > 0, ,b’S is not a divisor of zero in RH, 
(b) if h E RI1 and 1 ZO(” = 0, then h -1 h’o for some h’ E RH, 
(c) if Iz E RH and ha == 0, then IL L h’cq, for some h’ E RH. 
To pro\-c (a), for example, assume that 
(b - +) (1 yijazb~j = 0 (7ij E R, 0 < i,j < p). 
For each i, we then have 
(b -- 57’) (C yijeib’) z 0 (0 &j < p). 
It follows that rli,qrs = 7i,,i-1 (with the convention that 7i,-1 = T~,~+J and 
Ti,() ~.I np.3 qi,,, . Thus 7i.j = 0 for all i, j. 
Now assume that (g, h) E ker I/J. Then gq, + /~/3,~ = 0 and h/3,u == 0. 
Iysing (a) and (b), ha = 0 and h = h,cu,, for some Iz, E RH. Using (c), 
gorO -L h#,a,, = 0 implies that g + h,P, = h,o for some 1~ E RH. Thus if 
(g, h) E ker 4, (g, h) = A,(-,8, , cyO) + h2(a, 0). Since the converse is also 
true, 
ker /J = RH (/ls , -a,) + RH(a, 0). 
It remains to show that v is well-defined and manic. But since lz,fl, + h,u -0 
implies that h$~~q, == 0 and hence Iz,q, = 0, we have 
IzIps + h,a = 0 - lz& ) -cd()) -t h,(a, 0) = 0. 
and get the exact sequence 
Define Cl in 
0 ----+ ker 0 -- RIZ(*) 2-e fi,,, @ AZ,,l -- 0 
by O(g, 12) = g(u @ 0~“) + lz(u @ ,&). By Sch anuel, our result will follow if 
wc can prove that ker 0 z -1’170,2 @ i1Ji,2 if p f 2 and ker 0 g M,,,, @ ,Wi 1 
if p =: 2, 
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and hence (g’ +- g,/3, - p;yl) (Y,) 0. It follows that g’ : glp ~ ,g:& -‘m ,y40 
for some ga E RH. Clearly, ifg’, A’ arc of this form then (g, h) E ker 0. Thus 
(g, A) E ker 0 if and only if (g’, h’) is an RH-linear combination of 
or, equivalently, if and onlv if (,g, 17) is an R1f-linear combination of 
(F, O), (0, P’), ((6,:r) ~~~ r, -q,), ((5 0). 
Thus ker 0 is generated as an Rll-module by 
Cl =: (P", O), z$ (0, p), 7‘:$ ~~ (U' O), T1 (6 ~ 772, -~ 773,)). 
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The preceding lemma could be restated, making use of the following fact: 
I,mm 2.10. Ifs > 0, then -‘lTO,,s - m ‘II,,,, , -TLi,< 2 ~11~,1 . 
Proof: ‘The second isomorphism follows from the first, using Schanuel’s 
lemma and (2.8). The first may be shown by verifying that if 
then P&-i(l) P r = A(S), PBPe7 : B. 
L$-e now prove the main result in this section. In the following, 112 and ill’ 
denote .\I,,,, and CIVIL,, respectively. 
THEOREM 2. I 1. (i) E’ov each p, dl and AI’ are not isomorphic. 
(ii) Fov each p, {[~I21 - [;W’]>” = 0 in a(RH). 
(iii) For each p, M and JI’ aFe indecomposable. 
(iv) FW p :> 2, AT and ,IZ’ aye not isomorphic. 
(v) For p ‘I 2, [.II] -- [Al’] is a nonzero nilpotent element in a(W). 
Proof. I:rom (2.8), there is an exact sequence 
0 --> .lZ,,,> '; Ai;;., a Rli'/J' -2) + X1PJ2) + M;,,< $I Mc,,s c' RH(+2’ m-f 0. 
‘I’hr~s, using (2.9), for anvp, there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ No,, 0 M,,,, --f RH(2’JL) z M,,,, Q: JZ,,,, + 0. 
On the other hand, if we apply the functors . ‘& :I&, and 82, :IZd,r to (2.8 (i)) 
for s I. we obtain 
\Ye nest prove (iv), which clearly implies (i) when p i- 2. Suppose to the 
contrary that there exists a p2 x p2 matrix P which intertwines the representa- 
tions of ;\I and -14’. Since P commutes with diag(D, D,..., II), we may write 
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Set [ = D - E, so min polE([) = xl’, and & E I?[[]. The condition 
P intertwines M and M’ can be written as a matrix equation over the 
I?[[]. Lye may write (over this ring) 
that 
ring 
sv + b = T’b, (2.12) 
and 
ST _ T’;s. (2.13) 
Let us show that these impl! 
11--l 
1 A,j E @[(], 1 :; j -; p. (2.14) 
al 
Once this is known then each entry of the sum of the first (p - 1) rows of P 
is a multiple of [, whence P cannot be invertible. Set zu = (1, I,..., I), a vector 
with p - 1 entries. Then zaTT ~~ w; so using (2.13), 
(wS)T = ~6’. 
This implies that WS = (y, 2y,..., (p - 1)~) for some y. Rut 
Thus if (2.14) holds for j = 1, it also holds for j == 2,..., p - 1. Noxv (2.12) 
yields 
wSv $ wb = wTTb = wb, 
and so wSv = 0. Therefore, (CyIt ilil)t _-: 0, whence xi’=: --li, E [R[t], as 
desired. An easy computation, using (2.12), then establishes (2.14) for the 
case j = p. This completes the proof that !1f and M’ are not isomorphic 
ifl, > 2. 
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For p = 2, we show that M and M’ are not isomorphic. For if AZ .z Xl’, 
then also OM s a-V’ (as Rli-modules, where D = a + 1). But al\fjp allI 
is indecomposable, whereas CJM’,‘~ . o.ll’ decomposes. This completes the 
proof of statements (i), (iv) of (2.1 I). 
We deduct part (v) at once, since the map [x] E a(KII) --f [?I E a(&‘) is 
a ring homomorphism. 
We are left with the proof of part (iii). Let us show that 111 is indecom- 
posable; the proof for -Id is similar. \Ve calculate 
E(.lf) : I-lomR,(IZI, i\J). 
As in the proof of part (iv), consider a matrix P E E(Jf), and write P as 
a p ,: p matrix with entries in R[[]: 
Then P E E(.ll) if and only if 
ST = TS $- vc, (2.15) 
Sv -)- b 1.. Tb + ‘4Ggv, (2.16) 
CT c, (2.. 17) 
cv -I+ -il*,, -qui, (2.18) 
From (2.18) cv = 0, and [d,r r=~ 0. From (2.17) it follows that [-gPi I= 0, 
i :z 1,2 ,..., p - I, and hence vc -_ 0. Then (2.15) yields ST == TS. 
Since S is a (p -- 1) >: (p - 1) matrix over I?[[], write S = CrIi [‘S, , 
S, E (R)(,-,I . Then 
Thus S,T - TS, 7~: 0 for each 2 and S, E I?[T]. Hence SE R[t][T]. 
Now S :: E:I EzSI is invertible over R[t] if and only if S,r is invertible 
over R. Let 6 .= T - E, where E an (n - I)-rowed identity matrix. Then 
S,, E R[T] = @?I], say 
S” = a, -.I-- a,6 + “. j- n,,..,S”-“, n, E R, 
and S, is invertible if and only if a,, f 0. Since trace Si = 0, trace 
so == (p - 1) a, . Now trace S,, L/- 0 if and only if trace S is a unit in i?[t]. 
On the other hand, since each element of c is a multiple of t, 
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differ by a multiple of t. Thus P is invertible if and only if S is invertible 
and Jr,,, is a unit in R[&‘. 1\‘e have just seen that the latter is true if and only 
if ,-1 ,,i, and tract S are units in &?[(I. 
Sow using (2.16), WC: have (S -I,,)v = (T - I)b =m Sb. ‘l’hen 
8)’ “(S ,lib,,)v ==- 0 since 6” l 0. Let U ~~ [I, 0 ,..., OIT. Then 
8” “(S ~ .d,,,,)U is a multiple of 5. Hence, module t, 
and thus 
(U(, - A,,,,) 6” w = 0, whew 4, % -~ 0,s +- “’ -; “,,-Jw 
But S’J+“U + 0. Hence a, ~~ -4,],, =~ 0. ‘Thus -J,,,, is a unit in R[Q if and 
only if n,, is a unit in R[t]. W a 1 c law shown that P is invertible if and only if 
A,,, is a unit in K[[], and therefore the set of nonunits of E(M) is closed 
under addition and E(M) is completely primary. This completes the proof 
of part (iii) of (2. I 1), since Rciner [9] has proved that an RG-module dl IS 
indecomposable if and oni if E(M) is completely pimar!,. 
3. ~OxsTRUCTIoN OF A ~OMERO ~II.POTExT EL.EMEKT IN n(RG) 
Let G be a group with a (p, p)-subgroup Il. Results in the previous 
section on IIf -=: AT,,,, can be extended by using functors of the following 
type. Let ,f~ Aut(H). Define a functor A, from the category of finite11 
generated MY-modules onto itself, by saying that, for a given RN-module 
111, A,(JI) is the WI-module with the same underlying R-module Ail, but 
with h E I1 acting on vz E 31 to give h 1~1 f(h)m. If H : .II - ^IZ’ is an 
RN-map, define A,(H) 0 (this is still an RI/-map, A,(M) -+ A,(A1l’)). It is 
easy to see that A, is an exact functor, and that A,(A1ll) is a free RI1-module 
if and only if AI is free. 
Let Y, s be integers such that 0 r, s <:- p, and (F, s) + (0, 0). Then 
thcrc exists .f~ Aut(Zf) such that f(g) n’h”, f(b) ~~ n’b“, for some i, i. 
Hcncc Af( &J 2 R ,.,,s . Apply A, to 
0 .~ t JI,,,, --+ RI1 ~~ + i? ,,,, -m-f 0. 
Comparing the result with (2.4), \r-e have flf(:l/,,,,) -v ;I[,,, Applying A, to 
(2.8), and defining Ji1:,, :~ ill(Mi,,) if r >*’ 0, we get 
(3.1) 
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LE;\IMA 3.2. If 0 < Y < p, ilIo,l @ llf,,, s RH’““. 
Proof. Applying @ ill,,,, to the exact sequence 
Of-ilr,,,~->RH--~li,,,~-t0, 
we have 
where @(R, h) ~- g(~ @ 01”) + lz(u @ &). Thus it is suficicnt to show I hat 
ker @ z RHQ). If g = C [,j&j, lo t R, 0 < i,; < p, let g” denote 
z El7 1’~- ~5~ai6i. Then (R, /I) E ker @ if and only if ~“a,~ + h”& t p”~l~I,,,, . AS 
in the proof of (2.9), (<y, 11) E ker b, if and only if (,q”, h”) is an RH-linear 
combination of 
(P”, O), (0, P”), (0, O), (6 -- r, -4~ 
01., equivalcntl!;, if and only if (<q, 17) is a linear combination of 
N()\\F (C (an y)(an-i ~ 1) xz *-J’r ~- 1 ~~ p” /I, where /i is a unit in R. 
Thus (a+’ ~ 1) ii;:% = hv, and (bn-” - n) e4 - (C (an ~r)i) ‘v4 = hi, , and 
ker @ is in fact the free RN-module generated by z3 and ‘~1, 
LE~IA 3.3. Let 0 :, I’, s < p, (Y, s) # (0, 0). Then 
(i) for any prime p, ,11 * RH, 
(ii) if p > 2, -II -2 ‘If’ 7,s , 
(iii) ,for any prime p, .II c$ M~.,,q . 
Ptmf. From (2.1 I), we have 211 ~2 AI’. Assume that 111 -2 RII. Then 
from the exact sequences 
we conclude that AZ’ z RZI, which is impossible. Now if 34 z RN, M is 
projective and thus 111 is projective [2, 77. I]. But then RI1 s ,Tf implies 
that d1 m?e RI1 [2, 77.23. This is a contradiction and (i) is proved. 
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Part (iii) follows immediatclp if p ;’ 2. If p :m- 2, wc ohserl-e that ~~11 
affords a matrix representation indccomposahle module 2; on the other hand, 
UiIZ~.,~ decomposes modulo 2. 
The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 3.4. (i) For each p, [;W] ;/- [M’“] in a(RG). 
(ii) For each p, {[MC] - [:U’“])” L 0 in a(RG). 
(iii) For p >a 2, [%@I + [&T’c;] in a(RG). 
(iv) For p c ;> 2, [M ] - [:w’“] is n nonzero nilpotent element in a(RG). 
We state an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let char k =m p > 2, and suppose that G has an ?zoncyclic 
p-Sylou; subgroup. Then a(kG) contains at least one nonzero nilpotent element. 
Proof. Assuming the validity of (iv), note that G contains a (p, p)- 
subgroup H, and hence a(RG) contains a nonzero nilpotent element. But 
R = Zip2 is a subfield of 12, and there is a ring homomorphism 
a(RG) -I-, a(kG) 
given hv [X] - [k @)E X]. By the Noether-Deuring theorem [2, 29.71, 7 is 
manic. Hence a(kG) also contains nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Proqf of 3.4. \!:e begin with the proof of part (ii). 
Let y1 , y2 ,..., Y,,, he a set of (II, H)-double coset representatives of G 
and let Ei -= H n yiHy;‘. Then bv Rlackev’s theorem [2, 44.31, 
Vi’e first consider the case Ei ~=; H. From 2.4, 
0 -- yi @ AZ - RH-y+@Ja--0 (3.7) 
is an exact sequence of RH-modules. Since II n Y$~V;~ -= f1, there are 
integers n, Y, m, s, 0 < n, Y, m, s < p, (Y, S) + (0, 0), such that 
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xon- J’, “, I? :y RH(y, @ u), and the action of H is given b! 
It follows that yi @ i? is isomorphic to the module ri,, defined in Section 2, 
and from (3.7), yi @ M g AT,, . Now using (2.8), (2.9) (2.10) and (3.2), 
we see that the following sequence is exact: 
Inducing up to G, we obtain the exact sequence 
whenever E, = H. 
Now suppose that Ei is cyclic of order p. Either E, = \a”b), for some 
k, 0 .I k < p, or else Ei = ,<a:). In the first case, ME s REj”‘. If k == 0, 
this is immediate from the matrix representation given in Section 2. If iz -it 0, 
then a -- 1 and & - (p -1 1) ma!; be taken as generators of M, and we 
have the same result. Then 
and the sequence 
is esact. On the other hand, if Ei =:: /a\, we consider the following R-basis 
for .I[: 
With respect to this basis, a is represented bv the matrix 
0 D ... 0 0 
where .D is as in Section 2, and C is a p r; p matrix, 
r0 0 "' 0 0 -1 0 
I 0 "' 0 0 --~ I 0 
0 I ..' 0 0 - 1 0 
c I 
0 0 ". I O-l 0 
0 0 ." 0 I--I 0 
0 0 .” 0 0 0 1 
arc casil!; sct‘n to the exact, and thus we have an exact sequence 
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Once again applying Schanuel’s lemma, we conclude that 
‘IO prove part (i), WC assume to the contrary that MC z lII’“. Then 
(AZ”), 2 (AZ’“), Since 111 i (AU’;)w , we must have M 1 (i13’“),r . U:e will 
show that this is impossible. 
I-sing the notation developed above, _ b\- hlackev’s theorem [2, 44.21, wc _ 
have 
By arguments similar to those employ-ed above, it can be shown that if E; : II, 
then (J*, l\i; II/),( z A’I: , for some P, s, (Y, s) -,/ (0, 0). On the other hand, 
if I:, is qclic of order p, say Bi m-z <s, , 6 E H, then tither (yi f& AZ’),t 2 
REj”), or else (vi @ M’),? “1 RI?:"- ‘) @ X @ R, where iY is the RR,-module 
generated by (,g - 1) and R is the trivial RR,-module. Finally, if Ei is the 
trivial groul;, (yi (jj :Xr’), s REj"%'. Thus 
(X'G), 2 2 M;,, (,I c RII i';, c :Vff ($j 1 R". (3.12) 
11~ assumption, JZ i (AIZ”;)H But JZ is indecomposable (an immediate 
consequence of ‘I‘hcorcm 2.1 I, (iii)). Comparing R-ranks in (3.12), \vc 
conclude that 
AI, ;c :lZ;,< #?I x RIl( 
But then either :1Z 1~ -IZ:.,5 for some Y, s, or else 111 ~2 RN. This is impossible 
by Lemma 3.3. 
\\:e have already done all the work necessary to prove (ij). If we assume 
to the contrary that llF z M’G, then M i (:lZ’G), . Iiow AZ has R-rank p‘?, 
and 1,~. (2.11 (iii)) is indccomposable. Thus 
This is impossible by Lemma 3.3. 
‘1’0 prove (iT.), we note that there is a homomorphism 
a(RG) --p a(RG) 
given b!. [,I-] t u(RG) + [X] E =I(RG). Thus [1f’;] - [.?I’“] is a nilpotent 
element in a(RG), and if p ::- 2, it is nonzero. This completes the proof of 
(3.4). 
In the preceding sections, we haw considered only K Za,.‘. \Ye now 
state without proof generalizations of these results to rings of integers in 
algebraic number fields. &tails may be found in [12]. \\‘e bill else the 
following notation: 
K an algebraic number field 
R the ring of algebraic integers in K 
P 3 pl-ime ideal in K, containing the rational prime p 
RP the P-adic valuation ring in K 
K the P-adic completion of K 
R,* the ring of P-adic integers in k= 
I’” the unique maximal ideal in liP1’ 
%EOREM 4.1. The int<~ral representation rings u(KG), a(K,G), cmd 
a(H,*G) contain nomero nilpotent ele?nents if one of the~following holds: 
(i) p‘? ~ j G 1, 
(ii) pR,* : (P”)“, where e 1. I untf p is an odd prime diricfing the 
order qf G. 
?‘HEORE~I 4.2. The integlal representation rin,n.s a(Rp’G) nntf n(R,G) 
contain no nonzero nilpotent elements in the following cases: 
(i) G pn, p Z II, anti pK,,’ I’“, ,fw an odd prime p. 
(ii) G ~ == 211, 2 r 72, 2 t I’. 
(iii) p r j G I. 
The only case not covered in this discussion is a(RG), where the order of G 
is squarefree, and no odd prime dividing the order of G ramifies. 
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